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Smaller	 habitat	 projects	 could	 be	 exempt	 from	 CEQA,	 would	 involve	 a	 less	
burdensome	permitting	process,	and	are	unlikely	to	result	in	a	takings	claim	if	they	
do	not	require	an	easement	across	private	property.	
• Large	 projects	 to	 prevent	 flooding	 of	 private	 and	 public	 property.	 Legal	 risk:	
moderate.	
Larger	 projects	 focused	 on	 flood	 protection	 likely	 involve	 significant	 dune	
enhancement,	 which	 would	 require	 CEQA	 review	 and	 could	 face	 legal	 and	
permitting	 hurdles	 if	 the	 project	 includes	 threatened	 or	 endangered	 species	
habitat.	The	substantive	risk	of	a	takings	claim	 is	 likely	 low	since	flood	protection	
benefits	 would	 offset	 compensation	 required	 for	 an	 easement	 or	 loss	 of	 ocean	












































If	 the	breakwater	has	multiple	uses,	 it	 is	 unlikely	 to	 change	 legal	 risk,	 though	 it	 could	
affect	some	CEQA	analysis	due	to	different	environmental	impacts.	
• Offshore	protection	in	a	surf-break	area.	Legal	risk:	high.	
Surf	 breaks	 are	 vigorously	 protected	 by	 citizens	 and	 NGOs,	 and	 any	 new	 breakwater	
construction	that	may	affect	surf	breaks	is	likely	to	be	challenged.	
• Offshore	protection	near	an	MPA.	Legal	risk:	moderate.	




Gradual	 erosion	 over	 time	 is	 unlikely	 to	 support	 a	 successful	 takings	 claim	 based	 on	
current	 precedent.	 However,	 given	 the	 state	 of	 flux	 of	 takings	 law	 across	 the	 United	
































































Permit	 conditions	 could	 constitute	 a	 taking	 if	 they	 do	 not	 pass	 the	Nollan-Dolan	
takings	 test	 of	 nexus	 and	 rough	 proportionality.	 Some	 argue	 that	 Coastal	 Act	
Section	30235	allows,	without	qualification,	seawalls	to	protect	current	structures.	
It	 is	essential	 to	make	 individualized	determinations,	ensuring	that	the	conditions	




high	 burden	 of	 property	 loss	 relative	 to	 the	 impact	 of	 a	 seawall	 construction	
project	on	her	property,	and	that	refusing	the	permit	violates	both	the	Coastal	Act	





• Municipality	 constructs	 seawall	 to	 protect	 public	works,	 utilities,	 or	 services	 in	
imminent	danger.	Legal	risk:	low	to	moderate.		
Coastal	 Act	 Section	 30611	 allows	 for	 the	 construction	 of	 emergency	 seawalls	 in	
some	 instances	 when	 there	 is	 imminent	 danger	 (this	 could	 apply	 to	 a	 rail	 line	
potentially	threatened	by	the	next	storm	cycle).	CEQA	would	also	not	apply	in	this	
instance.	However,	if	a	seawall	fails	or	causes	flooding	on	an	adjacent	property,	the	
municipality	 could	 face	 an	 inverse	 condemnation	 claim.	 The	 outcome	 would	
depend	on	the	specific	facts	of	the	case.	




















































Establishing	 a	 trigger	 is	 likely	 not	 an	 action	 that	 is	 “ripe”	 to	 be	 tried.	 Since	 the	
trigger	 has	 not	 occurred,	 no	 harm	has	 occurred.	 Theoretically,	 a	 property	 owner	
could	 argue	 that	 the	 mere	 presence	 of	 a	 trigger	 causes	 a	 partial	 diminution	 in	
property	 value,	 constituting	 a	 taking.	 However,	 that	 argument	 would	 likely	 fail	
since	sea	 level	rise	adaptation	 is	a	public	good	that	applies	generally.	 In	addition,	
triggers	 could	 make	 municipalities	 less	 vulnerable	 to	 future	 takings	 lawsuits	 by	












The	 debate	 about	 the	 meaning	 of	 “existing	 structures”	 has	 yet	 to	 be	 resolved.	
Forbidding	 armoring	 will	 likely	 subject	 a	 municipality	 to	 legal	 risk	 until	 the	






The	 Public	 Trust	 Doctrine	 and	 public	 access	 priorities	 of	 the	 Coastal	 Act	 provide	
support	 for	 easements.	However,	 an	 individualized	determination	must	be	made	
that	ties	the	easement	conditions	to	the	proposed	development.	
• Removal/abandonment	 requirements	 for	 properties	 subject	 to	 sea	 level	 rise.	
Legal	risk:	high.		
While	 the	 Public	 Trust	 Doctrine	 theoretically	 provides	 a	 hook	 for	 removal	
requirements	as	a	background	principle	of	law,	such	requirements	would	likely	be	
subject	 to	 litigation,	 since	 they	 involve	 an	 important	 property	 interest.	 The	
outcome	 would	 depend	 on	 the	 specific	 facts	 of	 the	 case.	 Legal	 risk	 would	 be	
reduced	 if	 there	were	fair	compensation,	though	that	would	raise	financial	 issues	
in	highly	developed	areas.	
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SHORT	ANSWER:	Under	current	law,	it	is	unlikely	that	a	local	government’s	failure	to	act	in	
and	of	itself	will	give	rise	to	takings	liability.	It	is	important	to	keep	in	mind,	however,	that	
the	law	continues	to	evolve.	In	addition,	by	failing	to	adapt	local	governments	may	be	more	
vulnerable	to	other	takings	claims	(e.g.	where	a	public	improvement	like	a	levee	damages	
private	property,	which	may	occur	more	frequently	with	climate	change).	
SHORT	ANSWER:	To	the	extent	adaptation	measures	would	be	considered	an	upgrade	to,	
as	opposed	to	maintenance	of,	the	current	system,	it	is	unlikely	a	local	government	would	
be	found	liable	for	a	takings	claim.	
Liability	for	Failing	to	Take	Action	
Another	question	that	may	arise	is	whether	local	governments	may	be	liable	for	failing	to	act	in	the	face	
of	climate	change	(e.g.	failing	to	use	some	of	the	adaptation	strategies	we	identified	above	to	adapt	to	
sea	level	rise).	The	answer	to	that	question	will	largely	depend	on	the	facts	at	issue.	Below	we	lay	out	
three	potential	scenarios,	and	outline	some	general	principles	regarding	a	local	government’s	liability	for	
failing	to	act.		
SCENARIO	1:	A	local	government	fails	to	act,	leading	to	flooding	of	private	
homes	and	property.	Would	the	local	government	be	liable	for	the	damage?			
	
SCENARIO	2:	In	the	face	of	climate	change,	a	city’s	stormwater	drainage	system	
can	no	longer	keep	up	with	the	stormwater,	leading	to	flooding	of	private	
property.	Would	the	city	be	liable	for	the	damage?					
	
SCENARIO	3:	The	government	has	negotiated	easements	with	private	property	
owners	for	public	access	to	the	beach.	Due	to	sea	level	rise,	the	easements	
become	submerged.	What	happens	to	the	easements?	
	
SHORT	ANSWER:	The	cases	suggest	that	the	easements	will	not	“migrate”	with	the	land,	but	
will	be	lost	to	the	sea.	Note	that	the	question	addressed	in	this	scenario	is	different	from	the	
discussion	above	related	to	the	migration	of	public	trust	lands	inland	as	sea	level	rises.	This	
scenario	involves	easements	on	private	property	(i.e.	the	government	has	negotiated	an	
easement	with	a	private	property	owner	for	an	easement	over	that	owner’s	land	so	that	the	
public	can	access	public	trust	resources).	
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Conclusion	
	
Sea	level	rise	adaptation	requires	acting	in	the	face	of	uncertainty.	Part	of	that	uncertainty	derives	from	
the	impacts	of	sea	level	rise—it	is	difficult	to	know	exactly	when	various	actions	are	required	to	avoid	
substantially	harming	the	public	good.	But	perhaps	even	more	of	the	uncertainty	involves	how	to	
balance	the	environmental,	economic,	and	legal	implications	of	acting	on	behalf	of	the	public	good.	
	
This	report	summarizes	some	of	the	legal	considerations	of	sea	level	rise	adaptation	in	San	Diego.	The	
most	important	takeaway	is	that	legal	risk	is	highly	fact-specific.	In	many	instances,	there	is	no	easy	
answer	as	to	how	much	risk	an	action	carries,	or	how	that	risk	should	be	balanced	against	the	risk	of	
inaction.	This	report,	rather	than	providing	answers	to	site-specific	questions,	serves	as	a	reference	
document	for	planners	to	understand	why,	when,	and	how	legal	risk	may	arise.	
	
The	sea	is	rising.	With	the	rising	tides	comes	the	need	for	strategic	adaptation.	While	legal	risk	can	never	
be	completely	averted,	it	can	be	minimized	by	focusing	on	stakeholder	buy-in	before	taking	large-scale	
actions,	combining	the	entire	land	use	and	planning	toolkit	with	public	outreach.	Through	long-term,	
strategic	adaptation	planning,	the	public	good	and	private	interests	can	be	both	achieved.	
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